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About This Game

World to the West is an action adventure game developed by Rain Games. It builds upon the universe of indie hit Teslagrad, which
has been played by over 1.6 million people so far.

World to the West is a pulpy, cartoony top down action adventure inspired by European adventure comics. Take control of four
unique characters —Lumina the Teslamancer, Knaus the orphan, Miss Teri the mind bender and the gloriously mustachioed

strongman, Lord Clonington—, each with their their own motivations, skills and interweaving storylines, as they seek to escape
the dark shadow of an ancient prophecy. Travel trough corrupt colonies, lush jungles and frozen tundras, as you snoop through

the secrets of a forgotten civilization.

Be careful though. Nothing is ever what it seems. Will you join us in this journey to the West?

Features

Play as four heroes, each hailing from individual nations and possessing unique identities and abilities.

Explore a vibrant world filled with characters who have their own helpful and not-so-helpful agendas.

Experience seamless transitions between combat and puzzle solving that keep you on your toes.

Face your enemies head-on with brute force, convince them to see things your way or avoid them altogether. It’s your
call!
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Uncover secrets, more secrets and secrets inside secrets! Exploration is key to unveiling World to the West’s mysteries.

Set in the Teslagrad universe: a standalone followup where you'll encounter both new and familiar faces.

World to the West is available for Windows, Mac OSX and Linux.
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Title: World to the West
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Rain Games
Publisher:
Rain Games
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4400

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Norwegian,Dutch,Arabic,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese
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Somehow Ok game with nice grafics, but with quite some flaws, as the medium story, the large amount of backtracking, the bad
controls.
Is all in all after some hours boring.. I was looking forward to playing this game, but I was left frustrated with various issues with
the control setup such as:

-Numbering the controls from 1-10 instead of the appropriate labels, forcing the players to learn through trial and error.
-Issues with the controls with the Totem teleport system, rendering them completely useless forcing walk all the way across the
map.
-Attempting to apply changes to controls renders the controls useless, forcing you to reinstall the game

It's because of these issues that destroyed any drive to play this game at all. I'm not sure why some people are not having similar
issues, but I've done everything in my power to overcome these issues and they have remained fruitless.
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